
How to Access from Kitakyushu 
Airport to JR Kyushu Hotel Kokura 



1. Go through the arrival gate to the bus ticket 
      vending machine. It is on your left side. 
 
2. Please buy 620 yen ticket 
 
3.   Out of the exit, the bus stop is your left side 
 
4. The bus bound for “ Kokura station “ is stop 

No.1  
 
 
 

  



1. Push the button after announcement of the 
stop you intend to get off 
 
2.  Please get off at “Kokura station North 
exit” 
 

 
  

← The button 

Bus stop you have to get off 
“ Kokura station North exit “ 



Bus stop : “ Kokura station North exit “ 
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① Please follow the arrow 
No. 1 
 
② Please cross the 
pedestrian crossing 
 
③ Turn right and follow the 
arrow No.3 and go straight 
200 m,  
you will see “JR Kyushu 
Hotel Kokura” at your left 
side 
 

From Bus stop to JR Kyushu Hotel Kokura 



The picture of “JR Kyushu Hotel Kokura” 
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How to Access from Kitakyushu Airport to 
Station Hotel Kokura 



1. Go through the arrival gate to the bus ticket 
      vending machine. It is on your left side. 
 
2. Please buy 620 yen ticket 
 
3.   Out of the exit, the bus stop is your left side 
 
4. The bus bound for “ Kokura station “ is stop 

No.1  
 
 
 

  



Bus stop you have to get off 
“ Kokura station Bus Center “ 

← The button 

1. Push the button after announcement of 
the stop you intend to get off 
 
2.  Please get off at “Kokura station Bus 
Center” 
 

 
  



① After get off the bus, take this escalator to floor 2 . 
② When you arrive at floor 2, turn right  and go straight, take the escalator again to floor 3. 
③Turn right and go straight, you will see the entrance of the hotel. Please take an elevator to 
Floor 1(Check in counter will be flower 1). This entrance of the 3rd floor is open from 7:00am 
to 11:30pm. 
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From Bus stop to Station Hotel  7:00am - 11:30pm 



① After get off the bus, take this elevator . 
② When you arrive at flower 2, turn right  and go straight, turn right again. 
③ Go straight and go down the stairs , turn left . After you pass a coffee shop “ Station 
Hotel Kokura” is on your right side. 
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From Bus stop to Station Hotel  11:30pm – 7:00am 


